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I. INTRODUCTION
 

Between May 17 through May 24, 1992, members of the New York City 
Department of Sanitation (DOS) visited the City of Sofia in Bulgaria, on a 
activity sponsored by the World Environment Center. The DOS team members 
were Mr. Frank Landers, Chief Bureau of Operations and Mr. Ralph Uzzi, 
Director of Administration for Waste Management and Facilities Development. 
The purpose of the trip was to assess and make recommendations for 
improvements on the municipal solid waste facilities and management practices 
in the City of Sofia. 

itponsorship of technical activities, which is funded through the United States 
Agency for International Development, is one of many activities carried out by 
the World Environment Center within the framework of its Technical Assistance 
Program for Central and Eastern Europe. 

The World Environment Center acknowledges Mr. Frank Landers and Mr. Ralph 
Uzzi who freely gave their time and expertise in assisting us in this activity in 
Sofia, Bulgaria. 



II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

Our review of sanitation operations in Sofia, Bulgaria was enlightening and 
informative. The municipality is organized quite differently than New York City. 
Our review and perspectives focused on segments needing improvements, 
identifying areas of obsolescence, streamlining where possible, and highlighting 
environmentally unacceptable conditions/operations. Naturally, on-site review 
engenders on-site comments and recommendations. Accordingly, many of the 
field observations and ensuing dialogue are not contained in this report. Also, 
statistics and other numerical data have been omitted. Such information is 
readily available and does not align with the purpose of our visit. However, 
major issues were identified, recorded, and are contained in this report. 

We found that the municipality was anxious to improve and modernize its 
operations on a wide scale. They displayed an eagerness to be environmentally 
responsive and desirous of any and all assistance to be so. Further, they 
sought both monetary and professional assistance in achieving a modern waste 
disposal system which included waste-to-energy incineration and recycling. 
Additionally, they requested legislation, rules, guidelines, procedures, etc. 
relative to sanitation and health issues. The municipality believes that these 
items are needed as the foundation and framework from which to build their 
modern, up-to-date waste disposal system. With limitation we agree, but also 
counsel that over-legislation may lead to onerous regulations and result in 
barriers to goal attainment. 

We recognize the municipality's urgent need for assistance in obtaining long
term funding and technical support. Short-term visits by volunteer experts 
addressing specific areas of operation will help with the glaring and obvious 
issues. Also, technical, legal, planning and administrative resources need to be 
pooled, improved, and set in place for the long-term. 
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Ill. MEETINGS 

The municipality of Sofia addresses sanitation practices quite differently than 
the City of New York (NYC). In Sofia, municipal solid waste (msw) is collected 
and disposed of by 24 quasi-public "private firms". In NYC, those tasks are 
performed by one City government agency. Similarly, the other parts of 
sanitation, i.e., street cleaning and snow removal, are handled by the private 
firms. These private firms are responsible for districts of the municipality and 
are in competition with one another. One firm also has the ownership and 
control of the municipality's largest msw landfill. It also provides repair and 
rental of trucks and equipment to the other firms as needed. 

Adding to the dissimilarity between NYC and Sofia, these firms also provide 
other municipal services within their districts. For instance, they maintain green 
areas (parks and street greenery) and street/highway repair. In NYC, these 
responsibilities are performed by two, sizable City government departments, not 
part of the Sanitation Department. 

Initially, we believed that the municipal hierarchy and the private firm structure 
were inefficient, cumbersome, and disorganized. However, upon closer review, 
analysis, discussions, and first-hand observations, it became apparent to us 
that the system actually operated coherently and performed well. When asked 
if we would recommend changes to their method of operations, we replied that 
they must use what works for them and not try to adopt changes for the sake 
of changing. 

Our field visits to the offices of some of the private firms showed that they 
were organized but lacked support operations. Some of the vehicles and 
equipment were newer and maintained, but the repair shops tended to be small 
and ill-equipped with old diagnostic and repair tools. While maintenance 
function appeared to be "remove and replace", the fact remains that the fleet 
was operating, mobile, and performing their required functions. 

We toured the district and found that its streets were clean and the refuse was 
collected. Mechanical broom activity was observed along with manual street 
cleaning. The streets were also periodically flushed to enhance their clean 
appearance. During our stay, we expanded our tour to other districts and 
witnessed the same care to clean the streets. Sofia is kept exceptionally clean, 
even though the firms perform the other municipal services cited above. 

The all-inclusive c'istrict services approach was found to be capable and 
successful. The managerial abilities of the firm's Directors, together with the 
strong sense of pride demonstrated by the citizens, is a contributing factor to 
their success. Additionally, the cooperative atmosphere and the open dialogue 
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maintained between the Municipal government and the firms, greatly 
contributed to the overall success of the firms. 

The firm of "Liubex, Ltd." of the Liulin District was far and away the leading 
entrepreneurial enterprise we encountered. This firm, not only performed the 
previously cited municipal services, but was branching off to recycling and 
manufacturing. In fact, some of the recycled items were used in the production 
of saleable goods, such as, pocket and desk calendars, plastic items, and the 
like. The firm was also involved with glass, metal, and furniture goods, even 
manufacturing its own metal waste basket. This firm demonstrated that 
creativity, which is in its infant stages nationally, and profit motivation will 
eventually result in the prosperous expansion and economic upgrade of these 
firms. We recommend that such ingenuity and initiative be encouraged and 
supported however possible. Especially since integrating a meaningful recycling 
program with msw collection has such a multitude of tremendous benefits: 
reduction of the waste stream, additional employment, new markets, and 
possible export products for the economy. The only caution would be that the 
firm's ventures into these areas not allow any disruption, impairment, or 
diminishment of the municipal services they are currently providing. 

We also examined and observed landfilling operations at the Sukohol Landfill. 
It was an efficient and clean operation that only accepted Sofia's msw. It 
reflected the green and clean aspects of the municipality as a whole, with daily 
cover and seeding. Odors were obviously absent and, though a small 
operation, it appeared to be environmentally sound. The landfill is without a 
containment system for gasses and leachate, but grading plans ensured natural 
run-off into a drainage system. We were informed that hazardous and toxic 
wastes were disposed at different location(s) but, unfortunately, we were 
unable to visit the site(s) due to the tight schedule. We recommend that 
succeeding volunteer experts visit and assess the operation of these site(s). 

We were further informed that nationally, approximately 3,000 villages do their 
own dumping locally and that those activities do not parallel the Sukohol 
Landfill operations. This disclosure can only indicate that the local villages have 
garbage "dumps" and not sanitary landfills. Normally, this would be a major 
area of concern. However, given the nature and condition of the countryside 
economy, we believe that this situation is not that damaging nor dangerous. 
This belief assumes that the dumping excludes industrial and commercial 
wastes. Nonetheless, we recommend an immediate survey and fact-finding 
mission determine precisely who is dumping what and where. 

During our discussions, we were told that the operating steel mills are a major 
contributor to pollution. One option we recommend is that the closed mills, or 
any similar type facility, be closely examined for rehabilitation and conversion 
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to waste-to-energy facilities. Adding recycling and composting operations to 
the front end of the facility would provide a completed waste disposal system 
with many benefits. Our hosts were very receptive to the recommendation. 

During the closing meeting with Mayor Yanchonlev and Deputy Mayor 
Kuzmanov, as well as other officials, we presented our comments, findings, 
and recommendations. They were receptive to our overall presentation and 
very appreciative for our visit. They requested additional visits by us and other 
volunteer experts. They stressed their need for assistance, and in particular, 
asked for computers, with an assortment of software, to facilitate their plans. 

Lastly, they sought an agreement of cooperation with New York City. This 
would encompass a flow of ideas, professional and technical assistance, 
continued dialogue, and to be a source of reference as they proceed towards 
their goal of environmental acceptance. We recommend that the WEC pursue 
this agreement request with the proper NYC officials and seek to have it in 
place as soon as possible. Further, our belief is that NYC, along with the 
federal government et. al., might be able to provide used computers and other 
equipment which are currently available as surplus materials. 

Our Bulgarian hosts were most warm and most gracious. We believe that the 
recommendations contained herein will be implemented within a reasonable 
time. 
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IV. BUSINESS CARDS OF CONTACTS
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CHC .ZfHPMA qHCTOTA" 

Nadejda Nikolova Monova, Sci. D., Eng., uk. M XA1A HY3MAHOB 
Head of Enviwnmentalprolection Department 3aU. zeH. gupekmop TB uAHA 

ofia Municipality 58 Vitosha Buv. 
Disrict "Nov, iskar" 
 Sofia - 1463
125 Lkarko defiUe Sir. (359 2) 884 557
N ovi2 kar - 181 (359 2) 803 967 1324 Coinu me^ : 22-11-49 

yA.. Cma4Huk* I qeimp. 21.10 91 (233)
kog: 1303 gou. ,ne^. 25.84-?2 

CmaU'en NopoaeH ceem qmupa . fHCTO7TA

UH$k. TOHLIE AEnEncuQ Prof. Alexander Yanchoulev 
8H. gupeimop MAYOR OF SOFIA 

men. 27 05 96 kog 1303. yn Ca4Huk 1 
27 12 4 menekc 23011 BULGARIA. SOFIA 1000 Fax: (359-2) 870-820 
21 10 91.2 mene~iakc 273248 33 Moskovska Str. TIx: 22 670 

Nade da Nikolova Monova, Sci. D., Eng., 
F nyan Damyanov Head Environmentalproaection DepartmentH,' of 

IINTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT SOFIA Sofia Municipality 58 Viwsha uly. 
GREATER MUNICIPALITY Disic "Novihk&r" Soria - 1463

BULGARIA. 1000 SOFIA 125 lkarko defleUSir. (359 2)884557 
Z3 Moskovsak St'. Novi Jakar - 1281 (359 2)803 967 

Tel.: (359-2) 801-439. 85-21/388/ (3592)870 544 
Fax: 870-968. TlIx: 22 870 

MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT 

I 
4 CWPMA,EKO-X w " 06L4 .O8a Kynen"yn. ,,oRo OrnIAHo 2 

KLIMENT DILIANOV, Dipl.eng. 

Chief Expert 
..-.WBAH XP14CTOB BOWHAKOB

rEH.4&IPEKTrOP 
International Relations Department 

Phones: (02) SI 0035 

67, W. Gladstone str. (02) 87 61 5 '2S5 
EAOM. ,72 37 56 CJlY)K. = 55 61 60 1000 Sofia Fax: (02) 52 1634 

BULGARIA Telex: 22145 KOPS 8G 

Minstry of Environment
 
BULGARIA
 

MIHAYL AL. STAYNOV
 
Chief of Department
 
of Urban Ecology
 

& Waste X4uagement 
Sofia 1000Private: 


co,,4 67,W.Gladstone stT. 



SP BKS .LJUL1~ 6KC .IB T 

N"l ,-,LIUBEXuLTD 

BOYAN G. GENOV 
English Translator 

GEORGI TENEVGOGOV 
Director 

Office tel 25-92-05, 25-36-05 
Sofia 
20-a N. V. Gogol SIr. Tel. 44 32 86 

Fax 25-53-98 
Sofia 1324...722"N2 sir. 

Home tel 22-52-30 

Amepukascka aZHItU 3a Me~kgyxapogHo pa38umue meta soft 
ThkoH P. Ba6UAoH
 

Pbko8ogumeA npoekmu 
 Emafuil Pantev 

SENIOR ENGINEER 

H-IK, agM. czpaga, em.5 TeA. 54-30-21 35 Tr. KOstv su.6 yA. IbA;.apt*X I 54-61-43 1421 Sofa. Suknla 
1414 Co~ux. BbA.'-pu%1 (Dakc54-31-11 tec 1359 21657620. fx: 1359 21 519610 

Cocbm; 1618 
TnPMA O61g..Oa.a Kynen" 

,$144 w. Togop I~y3aHOB ,,EKO - xwrmq," yn. ,,5oj4o OrH0o8" 2 

3AM. KMET HA COOPR 

1.=.KPHCTRH HEHKOB MMXAIJ'OB 
O6UfI4H iC~ 4-. AM . EH A/I4PE KTOPTea: 801-408CTOAH4EH OBUWHCKH C6BET 


COMHR 1000 O€kc: 870.988
^.Mockoch. 33 Te~ekc: 22 670 Cl)-~5 163OM. -M 54 67 98 ClY>K. 55 61 60 

Mrs.Liliana Christoforova Tsoneva-Fentcheva, .. 
scientifical fellow in bioststistics 

and epidemI o y 

Chief Dep. of Public Health 

National Center for Disease Control 

Sofia iCCOi 
 c..,.
 

Denkoglu str. I -ulv. D,-,ukc-: 

culgaria Bu!arie 
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Ywyan Oamyanov :'-Head 

IINTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT SOFIA 
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BULGARIA. 1000 SOFIA 

33 Moskovska Str. 
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